
Minutes of Meeting 

 

AGM cum CEC Meeting of AIGETOA, Rajasthan has been held at Hotel Neelam, Jaipur 

on 14-03-2015. The main agenda of meeting was successful implementation of 

resolutions taken in AIGETOA CHQ CWC Meeting on 23
rd

 TO 25
th

 Feb. 2015 at New 

Delhi by strengthening of association’s platform in Rajasthan.  

 

About 45 representatives from all part of Rajsthan have participated in the said meeting. 

The meeting was chaired by AIGETOA CHQ Vice President Sh. Abhishek Chaudhary in 

assistance with CHQ Fin. Sec. Sh. Yogendra Jharwal and AGS Sh. Abhishek Jain.  

 

 

The meeting was started after breakfast about 10:30 am. First of all Mr. Ramesh 

Mahawar  DS- Jaipur TD welcomed all the representatives. Activity of the meeting was 

begins with ईश वंदना “इतनी शक्तत हमें देना दाता “.   After the prayer Circle Secretary 

Sh. P. N. Sharma conveyed the agenda of meeting to every one and also shown 

dissatisfaction regarding none performing the basic membership duties by majority of 

members and even office bearers also. Mr. Sharma also instructed to all to come out from 

the role of member and should behave like an office bearer of the association. CS –

Rajasthan clearly expressed that member should be attached by their own will, on barging 

conditions no membership is accepted to this association and shown his commitment that 

“we will run this platform even if only 5 committed members will be left with us but any 

kind of bargaining for individual or group issues will not be allowed.”  

 

After the key note address of CS- Rajasthan , all representatives one by one put there 

views , there problems , shared their opinions and somewhat disappointment regarding 

association’s achievement .  

 

         After this All India Fin. Sec. Sh. Yogendra Jharwal and All India Vice President Sh. 

Abhishek Chaudhary conveyed to all regarding CHQ level developments, Chq level 

achievements and future strategy of CHQ. They also make aware to all and said to be 

ready for protest against proposed MT recruitment by following CHQ call.  

 

          After this CS –Rajasthan Sh. P.N. Sharma presented association’s audited finance 

reports for previous years and also replied all quires of representatives and given a 

ignition spark to work for association platform and assigned targets to circle body 

representatives according to their choice for visiting different SSAs for reorganization of 

regular district bodies and completing membership subscription task by 31
st
 march 2015. 

Responsibilities of SSAs assigned are as:  

 

1. Sh. B.C. Kumawat , Circle Advisor- I : Sawai Madhopur  and Tonk SSAs ( In 

Tonk Assistance will be provided by Sh. Mahesh Meena ) . 

2. Sh. Virendra Yadav ,  ACS-II  : Barmer and Jodhpur  ( As SSA body is not  

properly performing )  SSAs  ( In Jodhpur Assistance will be provided by Sh. 

Ritesh Samdhani ) 

3. Sh. Praveen Bhatt, VP – II: Ajmer and Bhilwara SSAs . 



4. Sh. Dinesh Meghwal , CWC Member : Chittorhgarh and Banswara SSAs . 

5. Sh. Karmveer Dudi ( Zonal Secretary North Rajasthan ) : Churu and Sikar  

( In Sikar Assistance will be provided Sh. Dushyant Sharma ACS –Ist )  

6. Sh. Dushyant Sharma ACS Ist : Alwar ( As SSA body is not performing 

properly  ) 

7. Sh. Aditya Vijayvargiya ( Zonal Secretary South –East Rajasthan ) : Bundi 

and Bharatpur  SSAs  ( In Bharatpur assistance will be provided by Sh. Dushyant 

Sharma ACS  Ist ) 

8. Sh. Ritesh Samdhani  , Circle Advisor- II and T&D Coordinator : Pali and 

Sirohi SSAs . 

9. Sh. Praveen Sharma ( Organizing Secretary ) : Nagaur SSA  

 

Punnet Kaushik Vice President –Ist and Sh. Mahipal Singh Web Secretary assigned work 

for back end support to all above during their visit to different SSAs. 

 

Udaipur SSA, Circle office Jaipur and CMTS Jaipur also asked to arrange their general 

body meeting very soon and reconstitute their District bodies again.   

 All SSA representatives also asked to send their expenditure details till now and also 

collection details for period before Aug. 2014 also to circle finance secretary within a 

week so that complete account status may be prepared. 

 

At last, AIGETOA CHQ Vice President Sh. Abhishek Chaudhary explained in 

detail about the formation and development of association. He categorically 

explained about the various achievement of the association since it’s formation. He 

explained that EPF contribution was restricted to Rs 6500/- till year 2005 but it is 

the AIGETOA who raised this issue and achieved the contribution on full Basic+DA. 

Because of AIGETOA only all direct recruits’ employees are getting EPF 

contribution on full limit. Every direct recruit are benefited by more than 10000/- 

per months and it will increase with time. He also explained about other 

achievements like stipend arrear, 30% fitment to 2005 batch, restoration about 1600 

LDCE vacancies, conduction of LDCE and bonus marks against wrong 

questions/answers, stopping MT in year-2008 after notification. He also conveyed 

that because of this association only very critical issues like standard pay scale/pay 

parity, time bound functional promotion and 30% superannuation benefit etc are in 

pipe line and     assured to every one that our together efforts will succeed us one 

day to victory in resolving these critical issues. 

 

At last Sunil Kumar, President AIGETOA Rajasthan gave vote of thanks to all. All 

representative departed to their stations about 07:00 pm with full of motivation, 

commitment.  


